The Pde6b rd10 (rd10) mouse has a moderate rate of photoreceptor degeneration and serves as a valuable model for human autosomal recessive retinitis pigmentosa (RP). We evaluated the progression of neuronal remodeling of second-and third-order retinal cells and their synaptic terminals in retinas from Pde6b rd10 (rd10)
mice at varying stages of degeneration ranging from postnatal day 30 (P30) to postnatal month 9.5 (PNM9.5) using immunolabeling for well-known cell-and synapse-specific markers. Following photoreceptor loss, changes occurred progressively from outer to inner retina. Horizontal cells and rod and cone bipolar cells underwent morphological remodeling that included loss of dendrites, cell body migration, and the sprouting of ectopic processes. Gliosis, characterized by translocation of Müller cell bodies to the outer retina and thickening of their processes, was evident by P30 and became more pronounced as degeneration progressed. Following rod degeneration, continued expression of VGluT1 in the outer retina was associated with survival and expression of synaptic proteins by nearby secondorder neurons. Rod bipolar cell terminals showed a progressive reduction in size and ectopic bipolar cell processes extended into the inner nuclear layer and ganglion cell layer by PNM3.5. Putative ectopic conventional synapses, likely arising from amacrine cells, were present in the inner nuclear layer by PNM9.5. Despite these changes, the laminar organization of bipolar and amacrine cells and the ON-OFF organization in the inner plexiform layer was largely preserved. Surviving cone and bipolar cell terminals continued to express the appropriate cell-specific presynaptic proteins needed for synaptic function up to PNM9.5. J. Comp. Neurol. 518:2071 -2089 , 2010 . INDEXING TERMS: photoreceptor degeneration; ribbon synapse; bipolar cell; amacrine cell; plasticity; circuit Retinitis pigmentosa (RP) is a degenerative retinal disease characterized by progressive death of rod photoreceptors and affects one in every 2,000 individuals worldwide (Sohocki et al., 2001) . A genetically heterogeneous disorder, RP can result from defects in as many as 100 different genes and can be inherited as an autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive, or X-linked trait, as well as rare mitochondrial or digenic forms (Daiger et al., 2007) . Despite the heterogeneous genetic origins of RP, the various forms of the disease all share a common phenotype: loss of night and peripheral vision, followed by a progressive loss of central vision. Although many of the genes that are mutated in patients with RP are expressed exclusively in rod photoreceptors, degeneration of rod photoreceptors is typically followed by secondary degeneration of cone photoreceptors (Hartong et al., 2006) .
The Pde6b rd1 (rd1) and Pde6b rd10 (rd10) mouse models of RP both result from distinct, recessive mutations in the gene encoding the rod-specific, b-phosphodiesterase (Pde6b). Mutations in Pde6b have also been identified in human patients with autosomal recessive RP or congenital stationary night blindness (Hartong et al., 2006) . The rd1 mouse, originally known as the rodless mouse (Keeler, 1924) , carries a null mutation that renders the Pde6b protein nonfunctional and homozygotes have an early onset and rapidly progressing degeneration of rod photoreceptors (Bowes et al., 1990; Pittler et al., 1993) . Photoreceptor degeneration begins prior to eye opening at postnatal day 14 (P14), with only 2% of rods remaining in the central retina by P17 (Carter-Dawson et al., 1978) . The rd10 mouse carries a missense mutation in Pde6b that leaves the phosphodiesterase protein, and therefore rod photoreceptors, with some function. Rod-and conedriven electroretinograms (ERGs) are present in rd10 mice when photoreceptor degeneration begins (P18). The ERGs initially show reduced a-and b-wave amplitudes in both dark-and light-adapted conditions compared to wildtype and decline by 90% at 2 months of age (Chang et al., 2007; Gargini et al., 2007) . In the rd10 retina, photoreceptor death peaks at P25 and the outer nuclear layer (ONL) is reduced to a single layer of photoreceptor cell bodies by P35; a small number of cones persist until at least 9 months of age (Chang et al., 2007; Gargini et al., 2007) . Currently there are no effective treatments for RP. Success in restoring vision will rely on the integrity of secondand third-order retinal neurons and their ability to reliably process and transmit visual signals to the brain. However, there is increasing evidence that the death of photoreceptors leads to secondary remodeling of neurons in the remaining retina. This remodeling encompasses a host of negative plastic changes that include loss or sprouting of neuronal processes, loss of glutamate receptors, formation of ectopic synapses, cellular migration, and reactive gliosis Marc et al., 2007) . Retinal remodeling has been reported in many animal models of RP, across a range of pathologies and etiologies, including the rd1 and rd10 mice (Strettoi and Pignatelli, 2000; Strettoi et al., 2003; Gargini et al., 2007; Barhoum et al., 2008; Chua et al., 2009) , the Royal College of Surgeons (RCS) rat (Cuenca et al., 2005) , and transgenic swine with a mutation in Rhodopsin (Banin et al., 1999) . Remodeling has also been documented in human retinitis pigmentosa (Marc et al., 2007) and age-related macular degeneration (Johnson et al., 2005) , as well as in animal models of light-induced retinal damage (Marc et al., 2008) and retinal detachment (Fisher et al., 2005) . However, retinal remodeling is not associated exclusively with photoreceptor disease or injury, but also occurs to some degree in glaucoma (Morgan et al., 2006) and in normal aging (Liets et al., 2006; Eliasieh et al., 2007; Terzibasi et al., 2009) .
The origins of retinal remodeling in the rd1 retina are difficult to identify unequivocally, because the early onset results in a significant temporal overlap between degeneration and normal cellular and synaptic development (Blanks et al., 1974; Carter-Dawson et al., 1978; Fisher, 1979; Young, 1985) . In contrast, the delayed onset and slower progression of degeneration in the rd10 mouse retina allows analysis of degeneration and retinal remodeling in the context of a developed and functional retina (Chang et al., 2007; Gargini et al., 2007) . The rd10 mouse is increasingly being used for research to develop new experimental therapies, including rescue through intraocular injection of hematopoietic stem cells (Otani et al., 2004) , neuroprotective agents (Boatright et al., 2006; Corrochano et al., 2008; Phillips et al., 2008) , antioxidants (Komeima et al., 2007) , and gene replacement (Pang et al., 2008) . Therefore, increased understanding of the structural, neurochemical, and functional consequences of remodeling will be important in developing successful interventions and evaluating their effectiveness.
Previous studies have shown that rod bipolar cells and horizontal cells in the retinas of rd10 mice lose their dendrites by P40 (Gargini et al., 2007; Barhoum et al., 2008; Puthussery et al., 2009) , although current information regarding changes in the morphology, size, or complexity of the rod bipolar cell axonal arbors at early stages of degeneration (P45) is contradictory. Given that the loss of photoreceptors results in a progressive decrease in the number of rod bipolar and horizontal cells in the rd10 retina (Gargini et al., 2007) , it is important to determine if and how remodeling progresses at later stages of degeneration and to identify which specific cell types are affected. Other gaps exist in our current understanding of how synapses and circuits remodel, how remodeling progresses in the inner retina, and how long the remaining or remodeled synapses retain function. To begin to understand how the inner retinal circuitry remodels we evaluated changes in second-and third-order retinal cells and their synaptic terminals in the retinas of homozygous rd10 mice (ages 1-9.5 months) using immunolabeling for specific classes of retinal neurons and their synapses.
MATERIALS AND METHODS Animals and tissue preparation
Studies were performed using retinas from homozygous rd10 mice on a C57BL/6J background and from age-matched wildtype C57BL/6J mice as controls (both strains from Jackson Laboratories, Bar Harbor, ME). Mice were kept on a 12:12-hour light:dark cycle with food and water available ad libitum. Animals were euthanized by rapid cervical dislocation at the following timepoints: P30, P50, postnatal month (PNM) 3.5, and PNM9.5 (n ¼ 3 at each timepoint). Additional eyes from animals at PNM7.5 and PNM10.5 were also examined. Following enucleation, the cornea and lenses were removed and the eyes were immersion-fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer (pH 7.4) for 1 hour at 4 C. 
Antibody characterization
An extensive panel of well-characterized antibodies against cell-and synapse-specific markers was used for single-, double-, and triple-labeling studies. Table 1 contains a complete list of antibodies, immunogens, manufacturers, host species, and dilutions used. Immunostaining patterns in the retina have been previously described for all antibodies and, in our hands, all antibodies stained the appropriate cell types and showed the expected distribution in retinas from C57BL/6 mice.
(1) Calbindin mouse monoclonal and rabbit polyclonal antibodies recognize a single band of 28 kDa in Western blots of brain homogenates from wildtype mice, but no bands in blots from calbindin knockout mice (Celio et al., 1990; Airaksinen et al., 1997) . The monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies against calbindin used in these studies showed the same pattern of staining in the mouse retina that has previously been shown to be horizontal cells and cholinergic amacrine cells and their processes (Haverkamp and Wässle, 2000) . (2) Calretinin rabbit polyclonal antibodies recognize a single, 35 kDa spot on Western blots of 2D isoelectric focusing gels of guinea pig cerebellum; immunoreactivity to histological sections of guinea pig cerebellum is eliminated by preabsorption of antibodies with 1 lM purified calretinin (Winsky et al., 1989) . The anti-calretinin antibodies used in these studies showed the same pattern of staining in the mouse retina that has previously been identified as starburst and TH2 amacrine cells (Haverkamp and Wässle, 2000) . (3) Glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD-65) rabbit polyclonal antibodies recognize two bands, 65 and 67 kDa, on Western blots of mouse brain lysates (manufacturer's technical information) (Belichenko et al., 2009) . The anti-GAD-65 antibodies used in this study showed the same staining pattern in the mouse retina that previous studies have identified as GABAergic amacrine cells (Haverkamp and Wässle, 2000) .
(4) Gc13 rabbit polyclonal antibodies recognize an %8 kDa band in mouse olfactory epithelium (Kerr et al., 2008) . Immunoreactivity to murine lingual tissue is blocked by preincubation with 1 lM of the synthetic peptide immunogen (Huang et al., 1999) . Gc13 antibodies used in this study showed the same staining pattern in the mouse retina that previous studies have identified as ON bipolar cells (rod and cone) (Huang et al., 2003) . (5) Ionotropic glutamate receptor subunit 4 (GluR4) rabbit polyclonal antibodies recognize a single band of 100 kDa on Western blots of rat brain and in COS-7 cells transfected with a GluR4 cDNA construct, but not in COS-7 cells transfected with GluR1, GluR2, or GluR3 (Wenthold et al., 1992) . The anti-GluR4 antibodies used in this study showed the same pattern of staining in the mouse retina that previous studies have identified as horizontal and OFF-cone bipolar cells (Haverkamp and Wässle, 2000) . (6) Glutamine synthetase (GS) mouse monoclonal antibody recognizes a single 45 kDa band on Western blots of sheep and rat brain (manufacturer's information). The GS antibody used in this study showed the same staining pattern in the mouse retina that previous studies have identified as Mül-ler glia (Haverkamp and Wässle, 2000) . (7) Protein kinase C-a (PKCa) polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies recognize a single 82 kDa band on Western blots of total proteins from rat brain; immunohistochemical staining is abolished with the immunizing peptide (manufacturers' information). The monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies against PKCa used in this study showed the same staining pattern in the mouse retina that previous studies have identified as rod bipolar cells (Haverkamp and Wässle, 2000; Ghosh et al., 2004) . (8) SNAP-25 mouse monoclonal antibody recognizes a single band at 25 kDa on Western blots of rat cerebral cortices (Garbelli et al., 2008) . The SNAP-25 antibody used in this study showed the same staining pattern in the mouse retina that previous studies have identified as all synapses (Greenlee et al., 2001 ). (9) Synaptic vesicle protein 2 (SV2) mouse monoclonal antibody crossreacts with all three SV2 isoforms and recognizes a large, diffuse band at %90 kDa on Western blots of mouse brain membranes (Buckley and Kelly, 1985) ; in SV2A and SV2B double-knockout mice, immunoreactivity is reduced to a very faint band, reflecting remaining SV2C (Lynch et al., 2004) . The pan SV2 monoclonal antibody used in this study showed the same staining pattern in the mouse retina that previous studies have identified as all synapses (Wang et al., 2003) . (10) Synapsin 1 mouse monoclonal antibody recognizes a doublet consisting of synapsin 1a and 1b at %80 kDa band in Western blots of total homogenates and membrane fractions of mouse forebrain (Martínez et al., 1998) . The synapsin 1 antibody used in this study showed the same staining pattern in the mouse retina that previous studies have identified as conventional synapses (Sherry et al., 2006 (Sherry et al., 2006) . (13) Tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) mouse monoclonal antibody recognizes a 59-61 kDa band in Western blots of mouse brain lysates and does not react with dopamine-beta-hydroxylase, phenylalanine hydroxylase, tryptophan hydroxylase, dehydropteridine reductase, sepiapterin reductase, or phenethanolamine-N-methyl transferase (manufacturer's information). The monoclonal antibody against TH used in this study showed the same staining pattern in the mouse retina that previous studies have identified as dopaminergic amacrine cells (Haverkamp and Wässle, 2000; Zhang et al., 2005) . (14) Vesicle associated membrane protein-2 (VAMP-2) rabbit polyclonal antibodies recognize a 19 kDa band on Western blots of total proteins from mouse brain and retina (Sherry et al., 2003b) . The 19 kDa band labeled by VAMP-2 antibodies in Western blots of total protein lysates of cultured neurons from embryonic day 18 (E18) wildtype mice was absent in lysates of neurons cultured from E18 VAMP-2 knockout mice (Schoch et al., 2001) . Polyclonal anti-VAMP-2 antibodies used in this study showed the same staining pattern in the mouse retina that previous studies have identified as all synapses (Sherry et al., 2003b) . (15) Vesicular glutamate transporter 1 (VGluT1) guinea pig polyclonal antibodies recognize a 60 kDa band on Western blots of synaptic membrane fractions from rat cerebral cortex (Melone et al., 2005) ; preabsorption with the immunogen peptide abolishes immunostaining (manufacturer's information). Polyclonal anti-VGluT1 antibodies used in this study showed the same staining pattern in the mouse retina that previous studies have identified as ribbon synapses (Bellocchio et al., 1998; Sherry et al., 2003a) . (16) Vesicular glutamate transporter 3 (VGluT3) guinea pig polyclonal antibodies recognize a doublet migrating at %60-62 kDa in Western blots of rat astrocytes and preabsorption with the immunizing peptide abolishes staining in Western blots (Montana et al., 2004) and immunohistochemistry (manufacturer's information). The polyclonal anti-VGluT3 antibodies used in this study showed the same staining pattern in the mouse retina that previous studies have identified as glutamatergic amacrine cells Johnson et al., 2004) .
Secondary antibodies were raised in goat against IgGs from rabbit, mouse, guinea pig, or mouse IgM. Secondary antibodies were conjugated to Cy3 or Cy5 (Jackson Immunoresearch Laboratories, West Grove, PA), or to AlexaFluor488, AlexaFluor543, or AlexaFluor633 (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) and were used at a dilution of 1:200.
Immunolabeling and imaging
Immunolabeling and imaging of cryosections were performed according to previously published protocols (Sherry et al., 2006) . Briefly, cryosections were thawed, incubated in 1% NaBH 4 for 2 minutes to reduce autofluorescence prior to incubation in blocker (10% normal goat serum or 2% donkey serum, 5% bovine serum albumin, 1% fish gelatin, 0.5% Triton X-100 in HBSS, pH 7.4) for 2 hours at room temperature to reduce nonspecific labeling. After removing the blocker, the primary antibody or a combination of primary antibodies from different hosts diluted in blocker was applied for 2 days at 4 C. Sections were rinsed, incubated in secondary antibodies for 1 hour at room temperature, rinsed extensively, then coverslipped using Prolong Gold (Molecular Probes) to retard bleaching of the fluorescent labels. Specificity of labeling methods was confirmed by omitting primary antibody or by substituting normal serum from the species used to generate the specific primary antiserum. Labeling of additional specimens using only one primary antibody in combination with multiple secondary antibodies confirmed the absence of secondary antibody crossreactivity and bleed-through of signals between fluorescence channels. Confocal microscopy was performed using a Leica TCS-SP2 confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems, Exton, PA). Images were captured using a 63Â oil immersion objective (N.A. 1.32) and frame-averaged to reduce noise. Bleed-through between fluorescence channels was eliminated by scanning channels sequentially and adjusting laser power and detector sensitivity. In all cases, image scale was calibrated and brightness and contrast were adjusted if necessary to highlight specific labeling. To assess double-and triple-labeling, matching images in the AlexaFluor488, Cy3/AlexaFluor543, or Cy5/AlexaFluor633 channels were captured independently, pseudocolored green and magenta for double-labeled specimens, or green, red, and blue for triple-labeled specimens and superimposed using Photoshop software (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA).
RESULTS

VGluT1 in photoreceptor and bipolar cell terminals
VGluT1 is responsible for loading glutamate in synaptic vesicles and is a marker for rod and cone photoreceptor terminals in the outer plexiform layer (OPL) and bipolar cell terminals in the inner plexiform layer (IPL) (Sherry et al., 2003a) . In the wildtype retina, the VGluT1-positive synaptic terminals of photoreceptors form a continuous band in the OPL at all ages ( Fig. 1A,D ; for a list of abbreviations in figure legends, see Table 2 ). As photoreceptor cells degenerated in the rd10 retina, the number of VGluT1-immunoreactive puncta in the OPL decreased, reflecting the loss of photoreceptor terminals (Fig.  1B ,C,E,F). At P30 and P50, the plexus of VGluT1-positive terminals in the OPL was reduced and discontinuities became evident (Fig. 1B,C) . With time, the remaining sites of VGluT1 staining in the OPL became more widely spaced ( Fig. 1E ) and by PNM9.5, VGluT1 immunoreactivity in the OPL was largely absent (Fig. 1F ). However, even at this advanced stage of degeneration a few sites of VGluT1 staining persisted in the OPL.
In contrast to the rapid loss of VGluT1 labeling in the OPL, changes in VGluT1 labeling of bipolar cell terminals in the IPL were more subtle, particularly at early timepoints. VGluT1-positive, rod bipolar terminals are much larger than cone bipolar terminals and stratify in the innermost portion of the IPL, making them easily In the retinas from wildtype C57BL/6 (c57) mice at P30 (A) and PNM9.5 (D), VGluT1 antibodies label rod and cone terminals in the OPL (arrowhead) and bipolar cell terminals in the IPL. Large, lobular rod bipolar cell terminals in the innermost IPL are prominently labeled (arrow). B,C,E,F: VGluT1 expression in the rd10 retina from P30 to PNM9.5. B: At P30, prominent gaps between VGluT1-positive photoreceptor terminals are present in OPL. Rod bipolar cell terminals in the IPL (arrow) are less distinctive than in the wildtype retina. C: At P50, VGluT1 staining in the OPL is reduced (arrowheads). The spacing and morphology of labeled terminals indicates that primarily cone pedicles remain at this timepoint. E: At PNM3.5, VGluT1 staining in the rd10 OPL labels the few surviving cone terminals (arrowheads). In the IPL, no morphologically distinct rod bipolar cell terminals are discernable. F: At PNM9.5, little to no expression of VGluT1 is detected in the OPL; VGluT1 is still present in the IPL. Scale bars ¼ 20 lm. identifiable in both wildtype (Fig. 1A,D) and rd10 retinas at P30 (Fig. 1B) . However, even at this early stage of degeneration, the pattern of VGluT1 immunoreactivity associated with rod bipolar terminals appeared disorganized in the rd10 retinas. The plexus of large VGluT1-positive rod bipolar terminals in the innermost IPL was substantially reduced by P50 (Fig. 1C ) and could not be distinguished morphologically from VGluT1-positive conebipolar terminals at advanced stages of degeneration (PNM3.5 [ Fig. 1E ] and PNM9.5 [ Fig. 1F] ). It is important to note, however, that VGluT1-positive bipolar cell terminals were present throughout the IPL even at advanced stages of degeneration.
Rod bipolar cells
PKCa is a marker for mouse rod bipolar cells (Haverkamp and Wässle, 2000) and antibodies against PKCa revealed the expected morphology of wildtype rod bipolar cells: fine dendrites that project distally to rod terminals, a row of cell bodies in the distal inner nuclear layer (INL), and large, lobular axon terminals that stratify in the innermost portion of the IPL ( Fig. 2A; PNM3 .5 shown). In wildtype retinas this pattern of immunostaining remained unchanged from P30 to PNM9.5. In the rd10 retina, in addition to the loss of fine dendritic processes that has been previously reported at early timepoints (Gargini et al., 2007; Barhoum et al., 2008; Puthussery et al., 2009) , we also found that by PNM3.5 surviving PKCa-positive, rod bipolar cells were often found in clusters. Rod bipolar cell clusters were specifically associated with the few remaining sites of VGluT1 immunoreactivity (Fig.  2B,F ) and bipolar cells occasionally extended short, thickened processes toward these VGluT1-positive sites ( Previous reports are contradictory as to whether rod bipolar cell axon terminals also remodel (Gargini et al., 2007; Barhoum et al., 2008) . We observed a progressive reduction in the size of the VGluT1-positive puncta in the innermost IPL that suggested that rod bipolar cell terminals remodeled or were lost as degeneration progressed (Fig. 1B,C,E,F) . In sections of rd10 retinas double-stained for PKCa and VGluT1 at PNM3.5, rod bipolar axon terminals in the IPL were clearly present and retained expression of VGluT1, albeit at a reduced level (Fig. 2F) . Ectopic, PKCa-positive processes also were present in the INL and ganglion cell layer (GCL) in the rd10 retina (Fig. 2B) , although most of these ectopic processes showed little VGluT1 immunoreactivity (Fig. 2F ).
ON-bipolar cells
Gc13 is a guanine nucleotide-binding protein and is part of the heterotrimeric G-protein complex coupled to mGluR6 (Huang et al., 2003) . Antibodies against Gc13 label both rod and ON-cone bipolar cells from their dendrites to their axon terminals (Fig. 3A) . In the rd10 retina, consistent with the known remodeling of PKCa-positive, rod bipolar cell dendrites (Gargini et al., 2007; Puthussery et al., 2009) , the plexus of Gc13-positive rod and ONcone bipolar dendrites in the OPL became disorganized by P30 (Fig. 3G) . The thin ascending dendrites that normally contact photoreceptor terminals were notably reduced and remaining dendrites appeared abnormally thickened (Fig. 3G) . Despite the loss of fine dendritic processes, the Gc13-positive plexus of ON bipolar dendrites extended throughout the OPL with few discontinuities at P30 and remained closely associated with VGluT1 immunoreactivity (Fig. 3G-I ). This staining pattern was consistent with the continued presence of ON-cone bipolar cell dendrites. By PNM3.5 the dendrites of both rod and ON-cone bipolar cells were largely absent from the OPL (data not shown). By PNM9.5 the Gc13-positive dendritic plexus in the OPL had disappeared, except for large dense patches that were associated with the remaining sites of VGluT1 immunoreactivity (Fig. 3J-L) . Double staining for Gc13 and PKCa showed that the clusters of Gc13-positive cells consisted of both rod bipolar cells (PKCa-positive/Gc13-positive) and ON-cone bipolar cells (PKCa-negative/Gc13-positive) (Fig. 3P-R) . Thus, degeneration of photoreceptors in the rd10 retina affected the dendritic organization of both rod bipolar and ON cone bipolar cells.
Stratification of ON and OFF bipolar cell terminals
Double labeling for Gc13 and VGluT1, combined with morphological features, allows identification of OFF-cone, ON-cone, and rod bipolar cell terminals and reveals their stratified organization within the IPL (Fig. 3A-F) . In the wildtype retina, OFF-cone bipolar cell terminals are labeled by antibodies against VGluT1, but not Gc13, and normally terminate in the distal 40% of the IPL (Fig. 3C,F) . ON-cone bipolar and rod bipolar cell terminals are immunopositive for both VGluT1 and Gc13, but can be distinguished by position and size. The small terminals of ONcone bipolar cells normally terminate in the inner 60% of the IPL, just distal to the large rod bipolar terminals that occupy the innermost region of the IPL (Fig. 3A,D) . In rd10 retinas at P30, the stratified ON-OFF organization of bipolar cell terminals in the IPL was still intact (Fig. 3G-I ) and remained largely undisturbed until at least PNM9.5 (Fig. 3J-L) . At PNM3.5 and later, Gc13-positive terminals remaining in the IPL were still largely confined to the ON sublamina, as appropriate (Fig. 3J-L) . Importantly, the terminals of both ON-and OFF-cone bipolar cells continued to express VGluT1, even at advanced stages of degeneration, suggesting that they may retain the ability to release glutamate. However, some remodeling of ON bipolar cells did occur, as small, spray-like processes showing labeling for Gc13 were observed in the OFF sublamina at advanced stages of degeneration (arrowheads, Fig. 3J-L) . Occasional ectopic Gc13-positive processes also projected into the GCL at PNM9.5 and showed distinct colocalization with VGluT1 (Fig. 3L) . In contrast, ectopic Gc13-positive processes in the outermost IPL showed no colocalization with VGluT1.
Although double-labeling for VGluT1 and PKCa revealed that rod bipolar cell terminals persisted at late stages of degeneration, few of the Gc13-positive/ VGluT1-positive puncta in the IPL could be identified as rod bipolar cell terminals on the basis of morphology alone by PNM9.5 (Fig. 3L) . However, double-staining for Gc13 and PKCa confirmed the presence of a reduced, but distinct sublamina of rod bipolar cell terminals in the innermost IPL that was appropriately located proximal to the Gc13-positive/PKCa-negative terminals of the ONcone bipolar cells (Fig. 3R ).
Horizontal cells
There is a single horizontal cell type in the mouse retina that can be labeled using antibodies against calbindin (Haverkamp and Wässle, 2000) . Mouse horizontal cells synapse with cone terminals via the dendrites and with rod terminals via the axon (Peichl and González-Soriano, 1994) . In the retinas of wildtype mice, the fine processes of the horizontal cells invaginate into the terminals of rods and cones and, when stained with antibodies against calbindin, appear as small distinct puncta in the OPL at all ages (Fig. 4A,D) . In addition to the previously described loss of dendritic complexity at early stages of 
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The Journal of Comparative Neurology | Research in Systems Neuroscience degeneration (Gargini et al., 2007; Barhoum et al., 2008; Puthussery et al., 2009 ), some horizontal cell bodies migrated into the ONL and ectopic calbindin-positive processes extended into both the INL and ONL at P30 (Fig. 4) . By P50, the fine processes of horizontal cells in the OPL had largely disappeared and progressively fewer ectopic calbindin-positive cell bodies and processes were detected as degeneration progressed (Fig.4C,E,F) . As photoreceptor degeneration progressed, horizontal cells located near sites of VGluT1 immunoreactivity in the OPL selectively maintained their processes and expression of the SNARE protein, syntaxin 4 (Fig. 5K,L,N,O) . Some horizontal cells that maintained dendritic processes also continued to express the AMPA glutamate receptor subunit, GluR4 (Supporting Fig. 1 ).
Stratification of third-order amacrine cells
The processes of many subtypes of amacrine cells form precise strata in the IPL that can be identified using specific antibodies. In addition to horizontal cells, antibodies against calbindin stain cholinergic amacrine cells and three distinct strata in the IPL that contain their dendrites (Haverkamp and Wässle, 2000) (Fig. 4A,D) . Stratification of calbindin-positive amacrine cell processes was preserved in the rd10 retina at PNM9.5 (Fig. 4F) . To further examine the distribution of the processes of several highly stratified amacrine cell types, we used immunolabeling for VGluT3, GAD-65, TH, and calretinin. Antibodies against VGluT3 label the processes of a putative glutamatergic amacrine cell type that stratifies in the middle of the IPL (Fig. 6A) . The normal pattern of stratification was maintained in the rd10 retina at all ages examined, including PNM9.5 (Fig. 6B) . Although VGluT3 immunoreactivity appeared slightly reduced at PNM9.5, this was not consistent across specimens. GAD-65 catalyzes formation of gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) from L-glutamic acid and is a marker for GABAergic amacrine cells. In the wildtype retina, antibodies against GAD-65 labeled three prominent strata in the IPL that are separated by unstained strata containing the terminals of the cholinergic starburst amacrine cells (Fig. 6C) . Again, no consistent changes in the distribution of GAD-65 were observed in the retinas of rd10 mice at PNM9.5, suggesting that GABAergic amacrine cell organization was largely preserved (Fig. 6D) . In both wildtype and rd10 retinas, VGluT3 immunoreactivity costratified with the middle, GAD-65 plexus, as appropriate (Fig. 6E,F) . Double labeling for TH and calretinin was used to assess the organization of additional amacrine cell types. Antibodies against TH label type-1 dopaminergic amacrine cells that stratify at the INL/IPL border. In both wildtype and rd10 retinas, TH-positive processes stratified appropriately, distal to the calretinin-positive strata of the cholinergic starburst amacrine cells (Fig. 6G,H) . However, the TH stratum was more diffuse in the rd10 retinas than the wildtype retina. Antibodies against calretinin label the ON and OFF starburst amacrine cell plexes in the IPL, plus a third amacrine cell type that stratifies at the border of the ON and OFF sublaminae. The normal pattern of calretinin-positive amacrine cell stratification was observed in the retinas of both wildtype and rd10 mice. Although three calretinin-positive strata persisted in the rd10 retina, they were appreciably more diffuse at PNM9.5, particularly the outermost, OFF-starburst amacrine cell plexus. These results suggest that the ON/OFF stratification of third-order amacrine cells remains largely intact even at stages of advanced photoreceptor loss.
Expression of presynaptic proteins
In advanced RP, assessment of synaptic integrity and function in the inner retina of retinas is difficult because of the loss of light-evoked activity that occurs with severe Figure 6 . Stratification of amacrine cell processes in the inner plexiform layers of C57BL/6 and rd10 retinas at PNM9.5: A: C57BL/6 (c57) retina immunostained with antibodies against VGluT3 reveals stratification of putative glutamatergic amacrine cells in the middle of the IPL. B: In the rd10 retina, VGluT3-positive amacrine cells retain normal stratification in the middle of the IPL. C: In the c57 retina, antibodies against the 65 kDa isoform of GAD-65 label three distinct strata containing the terminals of GABAergic amacrine cells. Arrowheads indicate the location of the GAD-65-negative processes of starburst amacrine cells. D: In the rd10 retina, the normal stratification of GAD-65-positive terminals in the IPL is present at PNM9.5. E: Overlay of VGluT3 (A) and GAD-65 (C) immunolabeling in the wildtype c57 retina shows stratification of the VGluT3 amacrine cells in the IPL (arrow) between the GAD-65-negative, starburst amacrine cell strata (arrowheads). F: Overlay of VGluT3 (B) and immunolabeling in the rd10 retina showing the continued stratification of VGluT3 amacrine cell processes in the IPL at PNM9.5. G: Wildtype c57 mouse retina at PNM9.5, immunostained with antibodies against TH (green), and calretinin (magenta). Antibodies against TH label dopaminergic amacrine cells and their processes along the INL/IPL border (arrow). Antibodies against calretinin labels amacrine cells and their processes and reveal three distinct strata in the IPL (arrowheads). The upper and lower strata correspond to the processes of the OFF and ON starburst amacrine cells, respectively. Calretinin labeling also is present in cells in the ganglion cell layer and ganglion cell axons. H: Double labeling for TH and calretinin in the rd10 retina at PNM9.5. Despite some disorganization, the TH-positive processes of the dopaminergic amacrine cells are still located along the INL/IPL border (arrow). Three strata of calretinin-positive amacrine cell processes are still present in the IPL. However, the OFF starburst amacrine cell stratum appears more diffuse. Labeling of cells and axons in the GCL appears normal. Scale bars ¼ 20 lm. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience. wiley.com.] Progressive remodeling in rd10 mouse retina
The Journal of Comparative Neurology | Research in Systems Neuroscience photoreceptor degeneration. Previous studies showed that in rd10 retinas, ribbon synapses in cone pedicles are still present in the OPL until at least P20 (Puthussery et al., 2009) . If the continued expression of VGluT1 that we observed in the OPL is indicative of functional synaptic terminals, other presynaptic proteins associated with neurotransmitter release also should be present in surviving photoreceptor terminals. To examine expression of presynaptic proteins associated with neurotransmitter release by photoreceptors and bipolar cells, we used antibodies against presynaptic proteins that are expressed in ribbon synapses.
Sections were immunostained with antibodies against the SNARE proteins, SNAP-25 or VAMP-2, in conjunction with markers for bipolar cells and ribbon synapses (i.e., PKCa and VGluT1 in Fig. 7) . Staining for SNAP-25 in the OPL was prominent in rd10 retinas at PNM9.5 and the remaining sites of VGluT1 staining in the OPL were localized within the SNAP-25-positive plexus (Fig. 7D) . In both C57BL/6 and rd10 retinas at PNM9.5, there was also strong staining for SNAP-25 in the IPL that colocalized with VGluT1 ( Fig. 7C-H) . PKCa-positive terminals of rod bipolar cells were also positive for both VGluT1 and SNAP-25 (Fig. 8G,H) .
In the wildtype retina, antibodies against syntaxin 3 stained the plasma membranes and terminals of photoreceptors in the outer retina and bipolar cells in the inner retina. In addition, syntaxin 3 labeling specifically colocalized with VGluT1 immunoreactivity in the synaptic terminals of photoreceptor and bipolar cells (Fig. 8A-C) . In the rd10 retina at P30, the loss of photoreceptors is evident by reduced syntaxin 3 labeling in the ONL and the thinning of the plexus of photoreceptor terminals in the OPL (Fig. 9D) . However, it appeared that all surviving photoreceptor terminals in the OPL continued to coexpress syntaxin 3 and VGluT1 at P30 (Fig. 8F) . By PNM9.5, there were obvious discontinuities in the syntaxin 3-positive plexus in the OPL. Although VGluT1 staining in the outer retina of the rd10 retina was more restricted at PNM9.5, VGluT1-positive puncta in the OPL were located within the syntaxin 3-positive plexus (Fig. 8G-I ). VGluT1 staining in the IPL became more diffuse in the rd10 retina at PNM9.5, although VGluT1 immunoreactivity in the IPL continued to show extensive colocalization with syn-taxin 3.
The conventional synapses of amacrine cells also maintained appropriate expression of presynaptic proteins associated with neurotransmitter release. In wildtype retina, syntaxin 4 is expressed in some amacrine cell boutons in the IPL (Fig. 5D) . Syntaxin 4 expression in the IPL was largely unaffected by the advanced photoreceptor degeneration in rd10 retinas at PNM9.5. Double labeling for VAMP-2, the principle synaptic vesicle SNARE in retinal synapses, and SV2, using a pan-specific antibody that recognizes all SV2 isoforms, showed a relatively normal pattern of VAMP-2 and SV2 colocalization throughout the IPL of the rd10 retina at PNM9.5 (Fig. 9D-F) . In the INL, there was increased ectopic expression of VAMP-2 and SV2 that showed extensive colocalization in the rd10 retina at PNM9.5 (Fig. 9D-F) . Synapsin 1 is a synaptic vesicle protein present only in conventional amacrine cell synapses. In the IPL, synapsin 1 immunoreactivity colocalized with only a subset of VAMP-2-positive terminals, consistent with VAMP-2 labeling of conventional synapses as well as bipolar cell terminals in both wildtype and rd10 retinas (Fig. 9G-L) . In the PNM9.5 rd10 retina, immunoreactivity for synapsin 1 was also present in discrete puncta in the INL and GCL and colocalized with many sites of VAMP-2 expression.
Müller glia
Apart from upregulation of glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) in Müller glia in the rd10 retinas at P20 and P60, the only reported change in Müller glial morphology is a reduction in the length of distal processes associated with the loss of photoreceptors in the ONL (Gargini et al., 2007) . Because most photoreceptor degenerations trigger the formation of glial scars, we looked for evidence of gliosis in the rd10 retina at later stages of degeneration. Antibodies against GS label the entirety of the Müller cell including the soma, processes, and endfeet at the inner and outer limiting membranes. In the retinas of wildtype mice, staining for GS revealed a row of irregularly shaped Müller cell bodies in the middle of the INL from P30 to PNM9.5 (Fig. 10A-C) . In the retinas of rd10 mice, beginning as early as P30 and continuing until PNM9.5, a discrete row of Müller cell bodies was no longer detectable in the INL (Fig. 10D-F) . Instead, Müller cell bodies translocated to the outermost region of the INL and were occasionally observed in the outer retina. In rd10 mice, the Müller cell processes around the remaining photoreceptor cell bodies in the ONL became thicker. Strong GS immunoreactivity and thickened Müller cell processes were apparent around remaining cells in the outermost retina until at least 9.5 months (arrowheads, Fig. 10F ).
DISCUSSION
Following photoreceptor degeneration in the rd10 mouse, many of the remaining retinal neurons undergo progressive remodeling. Our results extend previous studies of retinal degeneration and remodeling in the rd10 mouse (Chang et al., 2007; Gargini et al., 2007; Barhoum et al., 2008; Mazzoni et al., 2008) by documenting the sequence of changes to an advanced stage of degeneration (PNM9.5), roughly 8 months after the complete loss of rod photoreceptors. In contrast to previous results (Gargini et al., 2007) , we find gliotic changes in Müller glia as early as P30. Our results address conflicting reports regarding remodeling of rod bipolar terminals (Gargini et al., 2007; Barhoum et al., 2008) by showing the progressive changes in the morphology, but not the stratification, of VGluT1-expressing rod bipolar cell terminals. Our analysis also extends previous studies by documenting expression patterns of additional proteins necessary for synaptic function. Importantly, despite the Figure 8 . Immunostaining for synaptic proteins associated with the glutamatergic ribbon synaptic terminals in the C57BL/6 and rd10 retinas. A-C: Wildtype C57BL/6 (c57) mouse retina at PNM9.5. A: Syntaxin 3, a ribbon synapse-specific SNARE protein and (B) VGluT1 are expressed exclusively in the synaptic terminals of photoreceptors in the OPL and bipolar cell terminals in the IPL. C: Overlay of A and B. D-F: rd10 mouse retina at P30. D: Syntaxin 3 expression in the rd10 retina at P30. Antibodies against syntaxin 3 label terminals of surviving photoreceptors in the OPL (arrow). The reduced number of syntaxin 3-positive terminals is apparent even at this early stage of degeneration. E: VGluT1 antibodies stain surviving photoreceptor terminals in the OPL. F. Overlay of D and E. Syntaxin 3 and VGluT1 immunoreactivity shows a high degree of colocalization in both the OPL and IPL. G-I: rd10 mouse retina at PNM9.5. G: Syntaxin 3 immunoreactivity persists in surviving cone terminals in the OPL and bipolar cell terminals in the IPL (arrowheads). H: VGluT1 immunoreactivity also persists in surviving cone terminals in the OPL and bipolar cell terminals in the IPL. I: Overlay of G and H showing colocalization of syntaxin 3 and VGluT1 labeling in surviving cone terminals (arrowheads). However, the extent of VGluT1 expression in the OPL is reduced compared to syntaxin 3. Bipolar cell terminals continue to show extensive colocalization of syntaxin 3 and VGluT1 in the IPL. Scale bars ¼ 20 lm. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience. wiley.com.] Progressive remodeling in rd10 mouse retina
The Journal of Comparative Neurology | Research in Systems Neuroscience significant remodeling that occurs in the outer retina, our results show that the ON/OFF stratification and the expression of synaptic proteins necessary for presynaptic function of second-and third-order neurons in the IPL are largely preserved. Thus, if lost photoreceptors can be replaced and successfully reconstitute functional synapses with the second-order neurons in the OPL, the inner retina is likely to retain the potential for functionally appropriate visual processing. Continued expression of the postsynaptic machinery also would be needed to maintain visual processing in the inner retina. Although further analyses are needed, recent studies in the degenerating retina using 1-amino-4-guanidobutane (AGB, agmatine), a guanidinium analog that selectively passes through activated glutamate-gated channels, suggest that expression of key postsynaptic proteins in the IPL is maintained (Marc et al., 2007) .
Second-order neurons (bipolar and horizontal cells) showed the most dramatic changes following photoreceptor degeneration. Previous studies have shown that as photoreceptors die in the rd10 mouse retina, nearly a quarter of rod bipolar cells are also lost (Gargini et al., 2007) . We find that at PNM3.5 and PNM9.5, surviving rod and ON-cone bipolar cells in the rd10 retinas are located in clusters that likely correspond to the rosette-like, circular domains of PKCa-positive rod-bipolar cells observed by Gargini et al. (2007) . Rod bipolar cells that survived until PNM9.5 typically extended processes toward the few remaining sites of VGluT1 immunoreactivity in the OPL. Cone degeneration in the rd10 retina is slower than rod degeneration, with some cones persisting to at least 9 months (Gargini et al., 2007) . Therefore, the remaining VGluT1 immunoreactivity in the OPL most likely represents the terminals of surviving cone photoreceptors. Abnormal association of rod bipolar cell dendrites with Figure 9 . Immunostaining for synaptic proteins SV2 and VAMP-2 at PNM9.5. A-C: Double labeling for SV2 and VAMP-2 in the C57BL/6 (c57) retina at PNM9.5. A: A pan-specific antibody against the synaptic vesicle protein SV2 labels ribbon and conventional synapses in the OPL and IPL. Labeling in blood vessels (BV) is nonspecific. B: Antibodies against VAMP-2, the principal vesicular SNARE in retinal synapses, stain both ribbon and conventional synapses in the OPL and IPL. C: Overlay of A and B showing close correspondence of labeling for SV2 and VAMP-2 in synaptic terminals in both plexiform layers as expected. D-F: Double labeling for SV2 and VAMP-2 in the rd10 mouse retina at PNM9.5. D: Labeling for SV2 is severely reduced in the OPL. Ectopic, punctate staining for SV2 is present in the INL (arrow). E: VAMP-2 is greatly diminished in the OPL and ectopic puncta labeled for VAMP-2 are present in the INL (arrow). The typically prominent rod bipolar cell terminals in the innermost IPL are not detected. F: Overlay of D and E. SV2 and VAMP-2 labeling colocalizes in the surviving cone terminals in the OPL. Extensive colocalization of SV2 and VAMP-2 persists in synaptic terminals in the IPL. SV2 and VAMP-2 labeling also colocalize in the ectopic puncta in the INL (arrow). G-I: Double labeling for synapsin 1 and VAMP-2 in c57 retinas at PNM9.5. G: Antibodies against synapsin 1 label the conventional synapses of amacrine cells in the IPL. H: VAMP-2 expression. I: Overlay of G and H. The ribbon synaptic terminals of photoreceptors and bipolar cells in the OPL and IPL, respectively, show single labeling for VAMP-2. The conventional synapses of amacrine cells in the IPL show double labeling for synapsin 1 and VAMP-2, as appropriate. J-L: Double labeling for synapsin 1 and VAMP-2 in the rd10 retina at PNM9.5. J: Synapsin 1 labeling is present ectopically in numerous puncta in the INL and GCL of the rd10 retina at PNM9.5 (arrows). K: VAMP-2 is also expressed ectopically in the rd10 retina (arrows). L: Overlay of J and K. Synapsin 1 and VAMP-2 show extensive colocalization in the IPL, as well as in the ectopic puncta in the INL and GCL. Scale bars ¼ 20 lm. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience. wiley.com.] ribbon synapses of cone pedicles has been shown using immunoelectron microscopy at P20 (Puthussery et al., 2009 ) and our results suggest that the association between rod bipolar cells dendrites and surviving cone photoreceptor terminals is likely to persist, even at late stages of degeneration.
Horizontal cells also remodeled extensively following photoreceptor cell death, consistent with previous reports (Gargini et al., 2007; Barhoum et al., 2008) . In addition to the loss of dendritic processes and extension of ectopic projections into the INL, we found that horizontal cells adjacent to remaining sites of VGluT1 and syntaxin 4 immunoreactivity in the OPL consistently retained some dendritic processes. Expression of the SNARE protein SNAP-25 in the outer retina was higher than expected, given the sparse distribution of surviving cones at late stages of degeneration. The localization of SNAP-25 could reflect errors in protein trafficking or aberrant attempts by second-order neurons to generate new synapses in the absence of presynaptic input. Alternatively, SNARE proteins can serve other membrane trafficking functions (Zhou et al., 2000; Hepp and Langley, 2001) and the high expression levels in the outer retina could point to a role for these proteins in glial scar formation. However, syntaxin 3 and SNAP-25 showed little colocalization with the Müller cell marker GS (data not shown), suggesting that expression of syntaxin 3 and SNAP-25 was neuronal rather than glial.
The association of the rod bipolar and horizontal cell processes with the remaining sites of VGluT1 in the OPL suggests that surviving cones may provide trophic support that locally enhances survival of postsynaptic cells and their dendritic processes. Glutamate is an excellent candidate, as many of the synaptic proteins necessary for glutamate release from surviving cone terminals continue to be expressed as degeneration proceeds. Consistent with the survival of some functional cone terminals, double-labeling studies have shown appropriate colocalization of many synaptic proteins including VGluT1, syntaxin 3, VAMP-2, and SV2 (this study) and the synaptic ribbon protein CtBP2 (Puthussery et al., 2009 ), even at late stages of degeneration.
Although evidence for glutamate release by surviving cones is indirect, there is evidence that bipolar cells in the degenerating retina are capable of responding to glutamate. Expression of mGluR6, the metabotropic glutamate receptor in rod bipolar and ON-type cone bipolar cells persists until P45 in the rd10 retina (Gargini et al., 2007; Barhoum et al., 2008; Puthussery et al., 2009 ) and expression of ionotropic glutamate receptors (GluR1, GluR2, and GluR4) persists in the OPL until at least P180 (Puthussery et al., 2009 ). More important, exogenous glutamate can elicit ionic currents in isolated rod and cone bipolar cells and in slices from rd10 retinas at P60 Puthussery et al., 2009) . We found that GluR4 expression was colocalized with calbindin in some horizontal cells at late as PNM9.5, suggesting that second-order neurons, particularly those located near surviving cone terminals, retain the ability to respond to glutamatergic input even at late stages of degeneration. Interestingly, despite the striking gliotic changes in Müller cells that occurred as photoreceptor degeneration progressed, Müller cells continued to express GS, a key enzyme for glutamate metabolism. Taken together, the evidence supports a potential role for photoreceptor The close association of the bipolar cell and horizontal cell dendrites with the putative surviving cone terminals raises the question of whether second-and third-order neurons in the degenerating retina retain the synaptic machinery necessary to transmit a signal. Previous reports are contradictory regarding remodeling of rod bipolar cell terminals in the rd10 retinas at P40-P45, with one group reporting no changes (Gargini et al., 2007) and the other showing a reduction in size and loss of PKCa immunoreactivity in rod bipolar cell axon terminals at P40 . Our results show a progressive loss in size of rod bipolar cell terminals, with initial disorganization apparent as early as P30. Despite the morphological changes, rod bipolar cells continue to express VGluT1, the critical vesicular transporter needed to load glutamate into synaptic vesicles for release, as late as PNM9.5, albeit at reduced levels. The potential that these cells retain the ability to transmit synaptically is supported by the continued expression and colocalization of other key synaptic proteins normally associated with rod and cone bipolar cell ribbon synapses and conventional amacrine cell synapses in the IPL at PNM9.5. Consistent with this, spontaneous glutamatergic neurotransmission in the IPL, presumably from bipolar cells, persists in latestage photoreceptor degeneration in the retinas of rodless-coneless (rdcl) mice, hrhoG transgenic mice, and in human RP (Marc et al., 2007) . Although transmission by amacrine cells has not been investigated directly in retinas with late-stage photoreceptor degeneration, surviving amacrine cells retain their cell-specific amino acid neurotransmitter signatures, even in extremely advanced degeneration Jones and Marc, 2005) .
The basic ON-OFF stratification of the IPL is retained in the rd10 retina until at least PNM9.5, as evidenced by the preservation of the appropriate stratification of bipolar cells axon terminals in the ON and OFF sublaminae within the IPL. Even at advanced stages of photoreceptor degeneration, we find that third-order amacrine cells maintain relatively normal, cell-specific dendritic stratification in the IPL. This observation extends to all classes of amacrine cells examined, including five distinct classes of amacrine cells (GABAergic, VGluT3, dopaminergic, ON, and OFF starburst, and an additional calretinin-positive type). The continued maintenance of the functional segregation of the ON and OFF pathways and amacrine cell stratification may contribute to the long-term survival of retinal ganglion cells and the high degree of preservation of their dendritic structure and axonal projections observed in rd10 mice at 9 months of age (Mazzoni et al., 2008) .
Although a great deal of inner retinal circuitry appears to be preserved for long periods following photoreceptor degeneration, there is evidence for some remodeling in the inner portion of the rd10 retina. In particular, amacrine cells stratifying in the OFF sublamina of the IPL appear to be somewhat more sensitive to the loss of light-driven photoreceptor input, as the plexes of amacrine cells stratifying in the OFF sublamina show changes in their lamination patterns prior to those stratifying in the ON sublamina. Amacrine cell plexes in the IPL were somewhat reduced by PNM9.5, particularly the OFF sublamina that contains the processes of OFF starburst and type-1 dopaminergic amacrine cells. AII amacrine cells are a key cell type in the primary rod circuit, and have been reported to remodel roughly concurrently with rod loss in the rd10 retina, as evidenced by a reduction in immunoreactivity for Disabled-1 in AII amacrine cell processes by P40 . At advanced stages of photoreceptor loss we found synapsin 1, VAMP-2, and SV2 immunoreactivity in discrete puncta in the INL and GCL. Processes containing these putative, ectopic synapses are likely to arise from amacrine cells, as the expression of synapsin 1 and the absence of VGluT1 and syntaxin 3 in these processes argues strongly against a bipolar cell or photoreceptor origin. It is not clear whether these puncta represent mature, functional synapses, collections of presynaptic precursor vesicles, or aberrant trafficking of proteins (McAllister and Wells, 1981; Ahmari et al., 2000; Friedman et al., 2000) . However, previous studies have shown ectopic synapse formation in mice with photoreceptor synaptic ribbon defects (Specht et al., 2007) , a photoreceptor-specific calcium channel mutation (Bayley and Morgans, 2007) , and as a consequence of normal aging (Terzibasi et al., 2009) .
One limitation of immunohistochemical analyses is that colocalization at the level of confocal microscopy does not prove a physical association between proteins nor does the presence of specific proteins demonstrate that they are organized into functional complexes. In degenerative processes, proteins can be misexpressed or trafficked inappropriately to novel locations within a cell. However, we have shown the appropriate colocalization of multiple synaptic proteins and the continued stratification of different cell types in the IPL. When considered in conjunction with the long-term preservation of the dendritic and axonal structure of retinal ganglion cells (Mazzoni et al., 2008) , it is reasonable to suggest that at least some of the normal, functional circuitry in the inner retina is maintained in rd10 mice, even after photoreceptor degeneration is complete.
The rd10 mouse is increasingly being used for research to develop novel therapeutic interventions for RP (Otani et al., 2004; Boatright et al., 2006; Komeima et al., 2007; Corrochano et al., 2008; Pang et al., 2008; Phillips et al., 2008; Usui et al., 2009) . Current strategies for stem-cellbased therapies and retinal prosthetics to treat RP rely on the assumption that the remaining retinal circuitry remains intact. The preservation of the laminar organization and appropriate patterns of synaptic protein expression in the inner retina of the rd10 mouse, even at late stages of the disease, lends both hope and direction for development of future treatments. However, early intervention will be a key factor for preventing the secondary remodeling of the surviving retina. One interesting possibility is that early transplantation of differentiated photoreceptors (MacLaren et al., 2006; West et al., 2008) or retinal stem cells (Tropepe et al., 2000; Ooto et al., 2004; MacLaren and Pearson, 2007; MacNeil et al., 2007; Bull et al., 2008; Klassen et al., 2008; Ohta et al., 2008) could delay or even prevent remodeling of the second-order neurons and cell death by providing synaptic input to those circuits. Likewise, pharmacological replacement of lost glutamate release from photoreceptors might retard the severe negative remodeling of horizontal and bipolar cell processes and loss of key postsynaptic proteins such as glutamate receptors. Such strategies could improve the chances of successful restoration of synaptic circuits between transplanted photoreceptors or stem cells and second-order neurons in the host retina. Late-stage interventions will need to circumvent the consequences of both gliosis and the remodeling that occurs in secondorder neurons. Early intervention will also be key for retinal prosthetic approaches (Jensen and Rizzo, 2006; Pardue et al., 2006 Pardue et al., , 2008 Besch et al., 2008; Butterwick et al., 2009) , in order to take advantage of the high degree of preservation of retinal circuits at the level of the inner retina, which our data and others (Mazzoni et al., 2008) suggest remains largely intact in the retinas of the rd10 mouse model of RP, even following extended photoreceptor degeneration.
